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1. Introduction.

1.1. On July 9, 1989, the day after Carlos Menem succeeded Raul
Alfonsin as Argentina's Presiden>, thle new authorities announced
a program intended to stop the hyperinflation that had run since
February 1989, when the previous stabilization program, the
August 1988 "Primavera Plan," collapsed. The Menem Government
was assuming office five months before the constitutional date,
because the outgoing Government of Raul Alfonsin had plainly
lost the capacity to manage the economy. Although elected as a
Peronist on a populist pl.ttform, the new President had drawn his
economy team from the executive ranks of the Argentine multina-
tional firm Bunge y Born. The program reflected the firm's
macroeconomic analysis, and the Buenos Aires press therefore
called it the :'BB Plan." Its initial measures were a devalua-
tion of the official exchange rate well beyond what was then the
parallel exchange rate, from 303 to 655 aulales per dollar;
massive increases in such puilic-service prices as fuel charges,
electricity rates, transport fares, and telephone rates; and an
agreement by the largest industrial enterprises to freeze output
prices as long as the exchange rate and public-service prices
remained unchanged. The devaluation was intended to persuade
exporters to surrender foreign exchange, and -- no less impor-
tant -- pay export taxes, toward the overall objective of reduc-
ing the public sector's overall deficit.

1.2. The Government's strategy was then to run tight mone-
tary policy to hold the parallel and official exchange rates
equal and fixed, thus to buy time by establishing a kind of ar-
tificial stability and so fostering a degree of financial market
confidence. The authorities submitted three pieces of legisla-
tion to the Congress. (i) The Economic Emergency Law would em-
power the authorities to suspend or cut subsidies and expendi-
ture programs. (ii) The Public Sector Reform Law would provide
the legal basis for reorganizing, closing, and privatizing
public enterprises -- notably the national telecommunications
monopoly (ENTel), the railways, and the national airline. Fin-
ally, (iii) a new tax reform was intended to close important tax
loopho'es and extend the base of the value-added tax. The Con-
gress passed the first two of these measures by September, and
completed the tax-reform txw by December.

1.3. Like other recent heterodox stabilization plans in Ar-
gentina and Brazil, the BB Plan worked at first. Inflation
eased to single-digit monthly rates. For about four months the
parallel and fixed official exchange rates remained unchanged
and equal. The Central Bank's depleted international reserves
recovered rapidly. Interest rates on seven- and fourteen-day
commercial-bank time deposits -- to which the rates on most of
the public-sector debt were linked -- fell gradually from 15 per
cent per month at the outset of the program to about 4 per cent
in early October. In September 1989, domestic macroeconomic
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conditions were sufficiently favorable to enable the Government
to negotiate a stand-by program with the International Monetary
Fund: the IMF wade an initial US$233-million di3bursement in No-
vember following its Board's approval.

1.4. In mid-October, however, the parallel exchange-rate
premium began to drift upward. Expectations of further devalua-
tion induced bank-deposit withdrawals. Interest rates rebounded
as banks struggled to retain time deposits. Financial-market
turbulence deepened through November. The Central Bank sold
foreign exchange, but could not reverse the gathering tide
against the exchange rate. By early December, with the parallel
premium ranging between 35 and 50 per cent and monthly interest
rates back up to 15 per cent, the program had clearly become un-
tenable. On December 10 the authorities admitted defeat: they
devalued the official rate from AS655 to A$1010 per dollar,
raised public-service prices an average of 65 per cent, raised
export taxes, and raised public-sector wages. When financial
markets reopened after a day's holiday, however, interest rates
remained high, and the same percentage parallel exchange-rate
gap reemerged. The Bunge y Born economic team accordingly re-
signed.

1.5. A new economic team took office on December 18. It im-
mediately floated the exchange rate, removed all price controls,
and rescinded the export-tax increases. These measures failed
again to secure stability, however. Interest rates continued to
rise and the austral continued to sink. The price level roughly
doubled over December; over New Year's weekend the austral de-
preciated almost fifty per cent against the U.S. dollar.

1.6. On New Year's Day, 1990 Argentina's Economy Minister
announced dramatic measures to halt the developing hyperinfla-
tion. The principal action was the forced conversion of commer-
cial-bank time deposits into ten-year dollar-denominated Nation-
al Treasury "External Bonds" ("BONEX"). Approximately US$500 of
each deposit account were exempted from conversion and were to
be made available in cash. Because the BONEX traded in domestic
financial markets at a heavy discount, this "BONEX Plan" consti-
tuted A substantial confiscation of private asset holdings.
Compulsory and voluntary holdings of Central Bank and National
Treasury obligations, yielding interest at rates closely linked
to the deposit rates, made up an unusually large proportion of
the commercial banks' assets. The Treasury purchased these ob-
ligations with BONEX, and the commercial banks then used the
BONEX to make the conversion. The point of the measure was not
merely to erase liquidity, but, more important, to end the mas-
sive public-sector borrowing requirement deriving from the in-
terest on the Central Bank and Treasury obligations to the bank-
ing system. The conversion was the authorities' response to
their perception that the public sector had slipped into acute
"debt distress."
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1.7. The reasons why the BB Plan failed -- and indeed why
Argentine stabilization efforts foundered during the 1980s --
remain highly controversial. Observers attribute varying c-
grees of importance to persisting non-financial public sector
deficits, to wage pressure, to Central B?vnk policies, to devalu-
ation and the consequent external trade surpluses, and to sudden
crises of confidence in the markets where interest rates and ex-
change rates are determined. These factors all contributed to
reviving inflationary pressure during the latter part of 1989.
Nevertheless, to understand why the BB Plan collapsed, it is
more helpful to consider them as events linked in a dynamic in-
flationary process, rather than as independent contributing fac-
tors. This essay argues that the dynamic process was inherent
in the framework of the BB Plan, and that it was also inherent
in the Alfonsin Government's August 1988 "Primavera (Spring)
Plan."

1.8. The essential argument is as follows. Like the Prima-
vera Plan -- and like other recent heterodox stabilization pro-
grams, such as Argentina's June 1985 Austral Plan, Brazil's
June 1987 Bresser Plan, and Brazil's January 1989 Summer Plan
("Plano do Verao") -- the BB Plan began with a substantial, pre-
sumably corrective, devaluation. The idea was then to use the
fixed exchange rate temporarily as a price-lovel "anchor," to
set a context of price stabi.lty within which to carry out pro-
found public-sector reforms and so set a basis for lasting price
stability. In the short term, exchange-rate stability was to
ensure price stability by (i) "anchoring" prime cost, not only
by setting the price of importable inputs but by setting a ref-
erent for wages and financial rates of return; (ii) reducing
competitive pressure on tradeables prices generally; and
(iii) reducing devaluation expectations, thereby strengthening
people's willingness to hold assets denominated in australes
rather than U.S. dollars.

1.9. The problem with this approach was that, in combina-
tion, (i) the public sector's continuing credit demand,
(ii) persisting exchange-rate uncertainty, and (iii) financial
markets' perception of Argentina as ricky implied that domestic
interest rates would have to remain exorbitantly high to sustain
the fixed exchange rate. High interest rates placed economic
policy in a no-win situation, however. Even after the Febru-
ary-July 1989 hyperinflation, the domestic debt stock of the
combined public sector -- essentially, the Treasury and the Cen-
tral Bank -- remained substantial. High interest rates on a
large debt stock implied a high public sector interest bill: the
debt was almost entirely at floating interest rates with terms
of one to two weeks.

1.10. Moreover, to keep interest rates high, the monetary au-
thority itself had to place interest-bearing debt in domestic
financial markets -- that is, to sterilize money created through
(i) purchase of the trade-surplus foreign-exchange proceeds at
the. (devalued) exchange rate and (ii) the monetary authority's
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financing of its own interest payments. The interest bill sub-
stantially exceeded the public sector's primary (nzn-interest)
surplus. This meant the public sector could pay the interest
only by capitalizing it into its domestic obligations -- that
is, into the austral-denominated assets. The austral-denominat-
ed asset stock grew rapidly through such interest capitaliza-
tion. As austral-denominated assets became increasingly abun-
dant relative to dollar-denominated assets, the austral came
under pressure to depreciate in the parallel market. In sum,
the public sector could not afford the interest rates required
to maintain a high austral value. It tried, nevertheless, to
pay them by borrowing; but this failed once private-sector port-
folios became saturated with ustral-denominated debt.

1.11. The only way to forestall the growth of public debt
would have been for the public sector actually to pay the inter-
est on its debt in cash rather than by borrowing through capi-
talization. This would have required the public sector either
(i) to issue money or (ii) to run a non-interest cash surplus
sufficient to cover the interest bill. The incoming authorities
understood the problem in these terms. The initial public-ser-
vice price increases were intended to increase the non-interest
budget surplus. Part of the point of the price-freeze agree-
ment, and the resulting decline in the inflation rate, was to
produce a favorable Olivera-Ta-zi effect, raising tax receipts
as a proportion of GDP. Indeed, aC the sharp devaluation en-
couraged exporters to surrender export proceeds, it not only
helped rebuild international reserves but also restored the
export-tax base. These reasures reduced the public sector's
non-interest deficit, and with several further measures, the
Treasury secured a non-interest surplus by September 1989. The
surplus remained insufficient, however, to cover the interest
bill, particularly after interest rates rebounded in October.
By that point the authorities were in a losing race, struggling
to increase the non-interest surplus to overtake the surging in-
terevt bill. Once the financial markets concluded that the
public sector was in distress, the exchange rate surged, and the
program failed.

1.12. The two following sections describe the historical and
institutional background of the 1989 hyperinflation episodes.
Section 2 summarizes the reasons why inflationary pressure
mounted through the 1980s despite stabilization efforts, and
Section 3 focuses on the unusual intermediation role that the
Central Bank of the Argentine Republic (BCRA) had come to play
in the macroeconomy. Section 4 reviews the August 1988 Prima-
vera Plan and macroeconomic events in late 1988 and early 1989.
Section 5 describes the BB Plan and macroeconomic events between
July 9 and December 28 in somewhat more detail. Section 6
briefly discusses some of the similarities of the Primavera and
BB Plans. Section 7 briefly discusses the measures taken in the
early part of 1990, including the BONEX conversion. Section 8
offers some concluding observations.
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2. argentina infiation in the 1970s and 1980s.

2.1. The macroeconomic mechanisms that powered the 1989
hyperinflation episodes developed with the chronic inflation
that has plagued Argentina for decades. Some of these mecha-
nisms -- notably, dollarization and the various money-creation
mechanisms described in the section following -- were means that
public and private institutions developed to cope with and
defend themselves from inflation. In addition, chronic infla-
tion, with the concomitant price-level uncertainty and
price-system disarray, debilitated the real economy. From 1980
through 1989, real GDP fell at an annual average rate of 0.9 per
cent; annual industrial output fell at an annual average rate of
1.5 per cent (although annual industrial growth rates varied
sharply). Real per-capita GDP fell at an average annual rate of
2.4 per cent and overall per-capita real consu;aption diminished
at an average annual rate of 2.2 per cent. Cap.tal formation
followed a clear downward trend as a proportion of real GDP,
from 24.6 per cent in 1980 to 13 per cent in 1988 and 9.4 per
cent in 1989. Inadequate capital formation has contributed to
declining productivity, inevitably affecting Argentina's inter-
national competitiveness.

2.2. Argentina had a brush with hyperinflation in the
mid-1970s: consumer prices quintupled between March 1975 and
March 1976 (see Table 5), partly as a result of a massive deval-
uation in August 1975. The armed forces took power from a weak-
ening Peronist regime in March 1976. Through the remainder of
the 1970s, the military governments allowed external debt to
grow. Both the private &nd public sectors were able to secure
credit from international financial markets at what were then
low real interest rates. Since the military regime intended to
promote economic liberalization and private-sector growth, it
had no qualms about permitting the private sector to borrow
overseas.

2.3. The public-sector borrowing requirement remained high
because the authorities found it easier to borrow than to raise
taxes or open the political conflicts a thorough public-sector
reform would have entailed. The armed forces, who were engaged
in a violent struggle against their political opposition, proved
unwilling or unable to design nor carry out profound economic
reforms. Their economic policy consisted of simple liberal-
ization of domestic and external financial activitiy. Th2y made
few efforts to improve public-sector efficiency. Their lais

I 4-faize approach to economic policy included fairly permissive
financial-sector supervision. The 1977 Financial Entities Law
allowed barks full freedom to set interest rates, although it
reinstitutsd a system of Cer.tral Bank deposit insurance. A de-
liberate policy of maintaining a high real effective exchange
rate in the late 1970s (see Table 6) -- the pre-announced
"tabjjit" (schedule) -- set an incentive for a substantial re-
source transfer: in 1979, 1980 and 1981 non-factor imports less
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exports were 0.5, 6.9 and 4.8 per cent of GDP. By this means
the build-up of private and public external debt was transferred
as real goods and services into the economy: from 1978 to 1981,
disbursements less repayments were, respectively, US$1.4,
US$2.2, US$2.8 and TS$6.4 billion. This permitted capital for-
mation rates of 22, 22.8, and 20.1 percent in 1979, 1980 and
1981.

2.4. Heavy external borrowing left the economy vulnerable
when international credit markets tightened and interest rates
surged in the early 1980s. As the interest bill on term debt
soared from US$1.3 billion in 1980 to US$2 billion in 1981 and
US$2.4 billion in 1982, and Argentina lost access to "voluntary"
external financing, the authorities devalued heavily to increase
the trade surplus and so effect the negative resource transfer,
which reached 3.3, 4.8, 4, and 7.6 per cent of GDP in the years
1982-1985. Devaluation also increased the domestic-currency
equivalent of the public and private sectors' external interest
bill, however. Devaluation also gave a powerful impetus to in-
flation. Precisely because of the higher external interest
bill, devaluation worsened the public-sector deficit, and worked
against the authorities' attempts to offset the inflationary ef-
fects of the devaluation with better control of public finances.
Although the external accounts surpluses rose dramatically, this
did not translate into improvement of the public sector ac-
counts, since Argentina's public sector (like Brazil, unlike
Chile or Mexico) had no significant source of foreign exchange
earnings. As a result, the public sector's demand for external
and domestic financing continued to grow.

2.5. These problems were intensified by a banking-sector
crisis brought on by high interest rates, excessive overseas
borrowing, rapid lending growth and inadequate bank supervision.
(See Balino 1987.) The crisis began in March 1980 with the
failure of a large, overextended bank, and continued over the
next two years with the failure of 70 other private financial
institutions. This crisis also had inflationary consequences.
Judicial and administrative delays stretched the liquidation
processes over years; since the monetary authority guaranteed
bank deposits and could not rapidly liquidate the banks, it had
to create money to pay depositors. The macroeconomy slipped out
of control through 1982 in a spiral of devaluation, inflation,
mounting external debt, and corporate debt distress. Capital
flight, encouraged by expectations of devaluation, high world
interest rates, and diminished domestic prospects, became a sig-
nificant problem in the early 1980s. The conflict with Great
Britain that began in April 1982, which forced a sharp increase
in public expenditure, and the eruption of the international
debt crisis in August 1982 aggravated the crisis.

2.6. During 1982 the BCRA effectively assumed the private
sector's external debt service by agreeing to "insure" against
further devaluation. At the same time the authorities addressed
the growing domestic corporate-distress problem :'y requiring
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commercial banks to reschedule outstanding debt for terms of
60 months at a monthly interest rate of 4 per cent, well below
the expected inflation rate. To forestall coum'ercial-bank
decapitalization the authorities imposed controls on deposit
rates for the first time since 1977. These measures, together
with further doses of devaluation and inflation, diluted the
debt stocks and relieved the private sector's distress problem,
but at the cost of diminishing the financial system.

2.7. After the defeat in the conflict, a transitional mili-
tary regime took power in mid-1982 to prepare elections. In De-
cember 1983 Raul Alfonsin took office at the head of an elected
cohstitutional government, inheriting an unprecedented combina-
tion of external indebtedness, inflation, and economic stagna-
tion. Inflation worsened over 1983, 1984 and the first half of
1985 as the authorities struggled simultaneously to revive real
growth and to recover policy control. At the same time they had
a series of confrontatior.s with Argentina's commercial-bank
creditors: on two occasions they made interest payments only at
the last possible moment before triggering the U.S. regulators'
non-accrual rules, and then only on the basis of funds advanced
by other Latin American nations and the U.S. Treasury. Toward
the end of 1984, however, Argentina secured a concerted
new-money and rescheduling agreement with foreign commercial
banks, after agreeing to an IMF program. The round of devalua-
tions and negative per-capita GDP growth in 1982 and 1983 turned
the trade balance from negative to positive and even reduced the
current-account deficit, in spite of the higher interest bill
(see Table 2). The diminished current-account deficit relieved
external-debt growth, but the negative resource transfer reduced
domestic capital formation and deepened inflationary pressure.

2.8. Over the first half of the 1980s, public-sector saving
fell and borrowing requirements soared as declining tax revenues
and rising interest expenditures overwhelmed expenditure cuts.
Tax revenues fell because the economy stagnated and because tax
administration deteriorated. Subsidies, principally the costly
regional "industrial-promotion" program, increased. With exter-
nal finance reduced, domestic debt increased and the public do-
mestic interest bill rose. Meanwhile, state-owned non-financial
enterprises, which operated such basic industries as interna-
tional air transport, rail transport, petroleum production, and
telecommunications, developed heavy operating losses over ex-
tended time periods, through the combined consequences of poli-
cies regarding output prices, employment and investable-fund-
allocation.

2.9. Argentina's state-owned term-financing institutions --
the housing bank and the development bank -- ran losses, partly
because of excessive operating costs and over-ambitious lending
programs, but also because macroeconomic instability made term
financial operations inherently unprofitable. In the financial
system generally, price-level and exchange-rate uncertainty
shrank deposit terms to weeks and even days; moreover, financial
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institutions had to pay high real interest rates to compensace
savera for 92a±?ga, not merely jWQM=q, inflation and devalua-
tion. At the same time ralative-price dispersion and income
volatility affected fin&ncial institutions' asset qualfty. In
these conditions private firsncial institutions withdrew from
term lending, but certain public institutions carried on, partly
with BCRA financing, and inevitably incurred loases. The com-
mercial banks owned by Argentina's provincial goverraments also
tended to have high operating costs and troubled asset portfo-
lios, partly because they are called upon to firance activities
-- notably agriculture -- that private banks have avoided. Some
provincial banks were required to purchase soured loans from
private banks. Many provided fina4cing to their governments,
sometimes using BCRA rediscounts to finance themselves. Fi-
nally, tha BCRA itself came to run sabstantial losses. As dis-
cussed below, the BCRA's losses played a pivotal role in the
1989 hyperinflation.

2.10. As a consequence of their lengthy experienc3 of infla-
tion and financial volatility, private Argentines, willingness
to hold money and other public-sector obliga-ions diminished
markedly over the 1980s. The narrow money supply fell from
7.5 per cent of GDP in 1980 to only 3.2 per cent GDP in 1988,
while the broad money supply -- including interest-bearing
commercial-bank savings and time deposits -- fell from 28.4 per
cent of GDP in 1980 to only 14.7 per cent of GDP in 1988
(Giorgio 1989). Anticipated devaluation took on increasing im-
portance as residents came routinely to compare domestic and
overseas rates of return.

2.11. The economy's diminishing financial base worked against
stabilization policy. First, any given public-sector borrowing
requirement became harder to finance and so caused larger macro-
economic problems. If the public sector borrows at competitive
interest rates, then, the smaller the domestically available
savings stock, the highar the interest rates must be -- hence
the higher subsequent public-sector borrowing requirements will
be and the smaller the quantity of financial resources available
for the private sector will be. If the public sector finances
itself by issuing (non-interest-boaring) money, then, the small-
er the demand for money, the higher the resulting inflation will
be. (For economies like Argentina it may therefore be more
meaningful to gauge the public-sector borrowing requirement
against the broad money supply rather than GDP.) Second, simi-
larly, following a devaluation, the additional money creation
resulting from the sale of foreign exchange to the central bank
had a larger percentage impact on tha money supply, because of
the small money supply,

2.12. Third, monetary control measures required to offset any
monetization of public deficits and devaluation proceeds tended
to crowd out the banking system's supply of private-sector
cr lit. Finally, narrow willingness to hold money and other
public obligations reduced the margin for error in any stabili-
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zation program . For example, suppose a stabilization program is
premised on a moathly reserve inflow of US$50 million, but the
inflow turns out instead to be US$100 million; the monetary con-
sequences could be marginal if the total money supply were (say)
US$10 billion but devastating if the money supply were
US$1 bi.llion.

2.13. The brusque shifts in month-over-month inflation rates
shown in Table 5 trace out the Alfonsin Government's heterodox
stabilization efforts. Over the first fourteen months of
Alfonsin's term the price level accelerated, reaching monthly
rates between 25 and 30 per cent in the second quarter of 1985.
In early 1985, a new economy team took office and prepared the
an ambitious stabilizing shock program. The "Austral" Plan,
which the President announced in a television address in
mid-June, was a stabilizing "shock" combining (i) a wage and
price freeze; (ii) devaluation and establishment of a fixed ex-
change rate; (iii) creation of a new currency (contracts denomi-
nated in the old currency coming due over the rest of 1985 were
converted to the new currency according to a schedule that re-
moved their presumed inflationary-expectations component); and
(iv) prorises of fiscal reform, including an undertaking that
the BCRA would henceforth not issue money to finance Treasury
deficits. It was the first of a series of heterodox stabiliza-
tion "shocks" in Argentina and sevaral other nations, including
Israel, Brazil, and Mexico.

2.14. The Austral Plan dramatically lowered the inflation
rate for the remainder of 1985: prices rose about 2-3 per cent
per month over the rest of the year, one tenth the monthly rates
in the first half of the year. The authorities reduced non-int-
erest public-sector expenditures remarkably and maintained tight
monetary policy, as indicated by the sharply higher real inter-
est rates. The balance of payments strengthened, with the cur-
rent account moving into surplus over the second half of 1985.
Industrial growt% resumed toward the end of 1985 and there was a
round of wage increases in the private sector, which permitted
some recovery in sharply diminished real-wage levels.

2.15. Inflation remained relatively low well Into 1986, since
most prices were covered by the freeze, but sufficiently high
that by April 1986 price adjustments were necessary to correct
relative prices frozen into place in June 1985. In particular,
public-sector prices had to rise to ensure public enterprises'
financial soundness. The authorities also devalued to catch up
with the inflation that had accumulated since June 1985. As a
result the monthly inflation rate eiged up to around 5-6 per
cent. The monetary authority made a strenuous effort to re-
strain monetary growth over 1986 and early 1987, but after the
corrective measures of mid-1986 it had to contend with declining
in money demand. In September 1986 the authorities tightened
monetary policy again and renewed price controls.
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2.16. The price level drifted upward at increasing rates
through early 1987. Legislative and gubernatorial elections in
September of that year generated heavy spending pressures in the
second and third quarters. Meanwhile, the terms of trade --
which had been falling secularly since the beginning of the
1980s -- fell sharply and reduced the trade balance. Widespread
dissatisfaction with the economy produced a suastantial election
setback for the Government. Soon after the elections were past,
the Government announced a sharp devaluation, liberalization of
interest rates, and fiscal-reform measures. Again, however, the
effects of trese measu. s were short-lived: inflationary pres-
sures reemerged early in 1988, and by mid-1988 hyperinflation
threatened yet again.

2.17. Jn early August 1988, the Government announced yet an-
other heterodox stabilization program, the Primavera ("Spring")
Plan. This program is discussed in Section 4. The section fol-
lowing digresses to discuss the complex of relationships cen-
tered on the Central Bank, among the Treasury, publicly-owned
banks, commercial banks, and the wealth-holding public that
characterized the late 1980s, and through which the stabiliza-
tion and hyperinflation of 1988 and 1989 played themselves out.

2.18. It may help here to summarize the broad argument about
the origins of Argentina's inflation problem in the early 1980s.
Over the latter part of the 1970s, the authorities permnitted
private financial institutions rapidly to expand their activi-
ties at free interest rates, and permitted the public deficit to
remain relatively large. With credit available at low, albeit
adjustable, interest rates from international sources, the
public and private sectors borrowed easily. Easy availability
of low-cost external credit miade improved public-sector effi-
ciency less urgent. To facilitate the resource transfer, the
Government maintained the exchange rate at a relatively high
value. In the early 19805, however, a domestic financial crisis
sharply increased domestic interest rates. Meanwhile, surging
international interest rates and tightened credit conditions si-
multaneously increased the external interest bill and made it
difficult to finance. The authorities devalued to reverse the
external transfer; not only was this inflationary, it increased
both the public and private sectors' borrowing requirements.
Prospects of further devaluation discouraged holdings of domes-
tic assets, contributing to capital flight. The public sector
nevertheless assumed the private sector's debt, and then con-
trolled domestic interest rates, in order to limit the banking
system's and private firms' debt distress. This diminished peo-
ple's propensity to hold banking-system and public-sector obli-
gations, which contributed to further inflation and further com-
plicated policy management.



3. The role of Argentina's Central Bant.

3.1. To understand how Argentina slipped into hyperinflation
during 1989, it is essential to understand the relationships
prevailing during 1988 and 1989 among Argentina's Treasury, Cen-
tral Bank (BCRA), publicly-owned banks, commercial banks, and
wealth-holding public. The Treasury and the BCRA taken together
owed the domestic financial system amounts varying between US$5
and US$8 billion in interest-bearing debt. (GDP was between
US$60 and US$72 billion a year, depending on the exchange rate
used, or US$S and US$6 billion a month.) O. this debt, about
three quarters -- between US$4 and US$6 billion -- was inter-
est-bearing debt of the BCRA to commercial banks. This debt
comprised (i) remunerated bank reserves, (ii) so-called "inac-
cessible" commercial-bank deposits at the BCRA, and (iii) mark-
etable BCRA bills. In addition, the BCRA required conventional
unremunerated bank reserves of 88.5 per cent against ordinary
checking accounts. Understandably, given the inflationary cir-
cumstances, the Argentine public held only the barest minimum in
checking accounts for transactions purposes. Meanwhile, the
bulk of the BCRA's own asset position was illiquid or -- in re-
ality though not in its accounts -- value-impaired. The BCRA's
assets included unrecoverable credit to publicly-owned and liq-
uidated banks and, after 1988, matured National Treasury obliga-
tions, which the BCRA had amortized because the Treasury could
not.

3.2. In effect, the commercial banks financed their holdings
of BCRA and Treasury debt by taking deposits -- mainly inter-
est-bearing time deposits -- from the private sector. In Octo-
ber 1987 commercial banks' liability interest rates were set
fully free. In turn, the BCRA paid interest on its obligations
to commercial banks at rates equal to the rates on a representa-
tive sample of commercial-bank time deposits plus a small
spread. The ECRA's interest rates were therefore based on the
freely-determined commercial-bank time-deposit rates. The com-
mercial banks paid whatever interest rates they had to pay to
maintain their time deposits, which depositors might otherwise
have placed in dollars, passing the cost plus a spread back to
the BCRA.

3.3. In principle, the BCRA could finance the resulting in-
terest bill by (i) creating money; (ii) using the proceeds from
interest or amortization paid on BCRA assets; or (iii). borrow-
ing, either issuing new debt or capitalizing interest due into
the debt on which the interest was paid. The first option would
have been inflationary, and would have generated depreciation
pressure in the parallel exchange market. The second option was
limited by the reality that a large part of the BCRA's assets --
obligations of banks undergoing liquidation, of publicly-owned
banks, or of the Treasury -- paid no interest, let alone amorti-
zation, in cash. The BCRA's tended therefore to finance its in-
terest bill by borrowing.
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3.4. The system had two additional important characteris-
tics: first, the BCRA insured the banking system's deposits and
second, the superintendency of banks, run by the BCRA, was inef-
fectual. Commercial banks have paid a fee for the deposit-in-
surance service (amounting to 3 per 10,000 australes of deposits
per month). In effect, the BCRA insured the deposits, and the
interest capitalized into them, through its capacity to create
money. The weakness of supervision compounded the problem be-
cause the authorities could not detect commercial-bank deficien-
cies before they required intervention. Throughout the 1980s,
BCRA intervention was tantamount to liquidation, because deposi-
tors withdrew rapidly; since liquidation was a lengthy legal
process, the BCRA tended rapidly to create money to pay deposi-
tors, providing "rediscount" credit to the failing institutions
in the process.

3.5. Table 7 shows the 1988 and 1989 month-end stocks of
interest-bearing Treasury and BCRA debt to the domestic economy,
including the commercial banks. (This total probably consti-
tuted more than 90 per cent of the public-sector debt to the do-
mestic economy at any moment, although compiled data on other
categories of public-sector debt -- including state-enterprise
commercial debt and obligations of provincial and municipal gov-
ernments -- are unavailable.) The table indicates that the
stock of Treasury and BCRA debt to the private sector has run at
about 8-10 per cent of GDP, a relatively low figure by compari-
son with other nations. (The comparable Brazilian figure in the
19805 has been around 35 to 40 per cent, for example.) Never-
theless, Argentine financial markets have been reluctant to hold
even this small public debt stock. It therefore carried exorbi-
tantly high real interest rates.

3.6. The monetary base -- currency in circulation and
unremunerated bank reserves -- fell from 5.2 per cent of GDP in
1986 to 3.4 per cent in 1988. In addition, savings and time de-
posits at commercial banks -- M3 less Ml in the Argentine defi-
nitions -- were between 8 and 11 per cent of GDP in 1988 and
1989 (see Table 8). The BCRA required commercial banks to main-
tain a high but considerably lower ratio of remunerated reserves
against these deposits: over 1988 and 1989, the ratio was be-
tween 22 and 25 per cent. With high reserve requirements, remu-
neration was intended to ensure that banks' earnings on their
assets were sufficiently high to prevent their charging high
rates for private credit.

3.7. The BCRA began to use "inaccessible deposits" (some-
times called "forced investments") in early 1985. Inaccessible
deposits were remunerated bank reserves with the special charac-
teristic that commercial banks could not withdraw them even when
the banks' own deposits fell. (There was a partial exception to
this rule: after August 1988 banks could maintain one kind of
"inaccessible deposit" as a daily average balance over each
month.) Moreover, interest paid by the BCRA on the inaccessible
deposits could not be withdrawn, but had to be capitalized into
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the deposit balance. Beginning in 1985, the BCRA required com-
mercial banks to constitute inaccessible deposits from time to
time, announcing them in "Comunigados" that set deadlines for
the banks to do so, typically as proportions of the banks' time
deposits as of a certain recent date.

3.8. Inaccessible deposits were the BCRA's solution to two
problems that arose with high and remunerated conventional bank
reserves. The first was that the yield on remunerated reserves
was less than commercial banks could earn on alternative lending
operations. An incentive to disintermediation arose: financial
groups tended to allow their commercial banks' deposits to di-
minish and channeled the resources they received into Argen-
tina's active interfirm financial market. The second problem
was that interest payments by the BCRA on its reserve liabili-
ties were, in themselves, a source of monetary expansion. To
pay interest on conventional bank reserves, the BCRA credited
the interest to the commercial banks' reserve accounts, thereby
directly increasing the monetary base. The inaccessible-depos-
its system solved this problem partially by capitalizing the in-
terest inaccessibly into the deposit balance, rather than making
it available to the banks as high-powered money.

3.9. The third form of interest-bearing BCRA obligation was
BCRA bills, marketable seven-day obligations sold at a discount
in daily auctions. These instruments were known as "Certifi-
cates of Participation" (CEDEPs), because they were presumably
participations in the BCRA's holdings of Treasury obligations,
and also as "Telephone Bonds" because the BCRA generally sold
them in telephone "go-around" auctions.

3.10. On its asset side, the BCRA held a mix of obligations
of private commercial banks, financial institutions in liquida-
tion, publicly-owned banks, and the Treasury. A common charac-
teristic of these assets was that the BCRA could not use them to
absorb liquidity. They were not marketable, and so could not be
used to absorb money in open-market operations. Moreover, many
were in reality non-performing, so that while the BCRA recorded
arcrued interest (under accounting standards that prohibited the
BCRA from placing public obligations on non-accrual status), it
received very little in cash. Even the BCRA's Treasury-bond
holdings were mostly unusable in open-market operations: begin-
ning in early 1988, as Treasury bonds issued in 1987 came due,
the Economy Ministry instructed the BCRA to amortize them; since
the bonds had matured, they were unmarketable. The BCRA re-
ceived some interest in cash from "rediscount" credit to commer-
cial banks, particularly on operations associated with exports,
but it could collect no interest in cash from banks in liquida-
tion nor from the public-sector banks engaged in longer-term op-
erations -- the National Housing Bank (BHN) and the National De-
velopment Bank (BANADE).

3.11. Table 9 gives the average stocks of the BCRA's inter-
est-bearing asset and liability stocks during the two years 1988
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and 1989, as a proportion of GDP. Argentina's Central Bank has
undergone progressive decapitalization, in at least two senses.
First, a central bank needs to hold a quantity of assets suffi-
cient to back its monetary obligations. Precisely because the
BCRA possessed inaufficient assets to use in open-market opera-
tions, and received only limited flows of cash payments, it
could absorb money only by issuing debt. Unlike absorption
through receipt of interest in cash, however, absorption through
debt issue committed the BCRA to pay interest. Second, the BCRA
has been decapitalized in the sense that its accruing interest
expenses have generally exceeded its accruing interest receipts.
The measure of the flow rate of decapitalization would be the
BCRA's losses on an accrual basis. (The appendix discusses the
analytical issues involved in this measurement. See also Bar-
bone and Beckerman 1989.) Table 9 also gives an indicator of
this aspect of the BCRA's decapitalization, the domestic
"quasi-fiscal deficit" as defined for use in Argentine INF pro-
grams. This is the difference between interest paid on the
BCRA's interest-bearing liabilities and interest received on the
BCRAts interest-bearing assets, less the profit received by the
BCRA to the extent inflation reduces the real value of its net
ihterest-bearing liabilities.

3.12. Since the liberalizing reform of October 1987, Argen-
tine interest rates on commercial-bank time deposits have been
freely determined -- although the deposits, and the interest ac-
cruing on them, were fully insured by the BCRA. Argentine resi-
dents have easy access to U.S. dollar assets. Discrepancies be-
tween debt-stock and balance-of-payments estimates suggest that
Argentine residents have accumulated flight capital on the order
of magnitude of the nation's US$60 billion external debt. They
are estimated to hold between US$5 and US$7 billion in dollar
currency within Argentina (more than double the narrow money
supply); and they hold substantial quantities in foreign ac-
counts. Because dollars are easily available, anticipated de-
valuation rapidly pressures commercial banks to raise their de-
posit rates. At the same time, by encouraging people to hold
austral-denominated assets, higher interest rates tended to
reduce the pressure on the auStral to depreciate in the parallel
exchange market. The basic problem, however, was that it was
the BCRA that was ultimately committed to pay these higher in-
terest rates.

3.13. To understand how Argentina's monetary system evolved
into this structure, a brief summary account of developments
from the mid-1970s may help. The Peronist government of the
mid-1970s had attempted to centralize banking intermediation.
It effectively nationalized the banking system's deposits by
means of a 100 per ccnt reserve requirement: commercial banks
were directed to pass deposit proceeds to the BCRA and to pro-
vide credit on the basis of BCRA rediscount allocations, all at
regulated interest rates. The Government intended to use the
BCRA to manage financial mobilization and allocation. This ap-
proach proved unworkable, because the credit allocation had no
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rational price basis and because the authorities developed no
means of administering it.

3.14. In 1977 the military regime carried out a liberalizing
reform, embodied in a new "Financial Entities Law." Banking re-
turned to a conventional fractional reserve system, interest
rates were freed in the formal financial system, and barriers to
entry were removed. The authorities reduced the required re-
serve ratio only to 45 per cent at first, fearing that a lower
ratio would prove immediately inflationary. At this time the
BCRA began the practice of paying interest on bank reserves, to
enable banks to maintain relatively low spreads between lending
and deposit rates, and so ensure that they were competitive with
non-bank financial institutions not subject to reserve require-
ments. It funded this interest by collecting a monthly fee
equal to one per cent of banks' "loanable capacity," calculated
from their deposit base and reserve holdings. The BCRA accumu-
lated the fee proceeds in a fund called the "Monetary Regulation
Account," and paid the interest out of this fund.

3.15. For about three years this system, which was intended
to be temporary, worked well enough. The authorities reduced
reserve requirements to 10 per cent by 1980, and the Monetary
Regulation Account remained in surplus. Banking-system opera-
tions expanded in response to the liberalized environment. The
private sector took on growing volumes of internal and external
debt. Unfortunately, the macroeconomic policies at this time,
centered on maintenance of an appreciated exchange rate, re-
quired high domestic interest rate levels to attract and hold
foreign capital. When this policy proved unsustainable, as de-
scribed above, devaluation, inflation, and recession combined to
thrust the commercial banks into profound crisis, beginning with
a wave of failures in 1980.

3.16. To cope with the crisis, the authorities reluctantly
took policy measures that reversed the 1977 liberalizing re-
forms. The BCRA increased bank reserve ratios and relieved the
banks from having to pay the fee that funded the Monetary Regu-
lation Account, although a substantial part of their reserves
continued to yield interest. During 1982 the BCRA assumed the
private sector's external debt, announced a blanket rescheduling
of private-sector loans to domestic commercial banks, and rein-
troduced controls on deposit interest rates. These measures
pernitted the private sector to recover financially, and headed
off complete banking-system decapitalization. The cost, how-
ever, was that the financial system was reconstituted on a re-
pressed basis. Unable to attract significant deposits, the pri-
vate banking system had to narrow its lending activities. Dis-
intermediation resulted, in the form of a revitalized interfirm
financial market. While the interfirm market relioved the
creAlt scarcity, it was essentially unregulated, and it could
provide credit only to large, well-established enterprises.
(See Balino 1987.)
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3.17. The Alfonsin Government intended to resume financial
liberalization following the Austral Plan. Through 1986 and
1987 the authorities planned liberalizing reforms, but these
plans remained in abeyance while the BCRA maintained tight mone-
tary policy to keep inflation from reviving. In October 1987,
the authorities freed interest rates completely, as part of the
package of devaluation and stabilization reasures following the
mid-term legislative and gubernatorial elections. Unfortu-
nately, public-sector credit needs remained substantial, and the
stabilization burden continued to fall on the monetary author-
ity. With interest rates free to rise, high bank reserve re-
quirements, remuneration of reserves and tight monetary policy
proved self-defeating, because the BCRA's own debt to the com-
mercial banks accumulated so rapidly. Since the Monetary Regu-
lation Account now had no income, but paid interest on remuner-
ated bank reserves and inaccessible depoz.ts, it became a stand-
ing source of money creation. The BCRA could "sterilize" only
by issuing more interest-bearing debt to commercial banks, in a
self-perpetuating debt-creation spiral. Meanwhile, although the
Austral Plan prohibited the BCRA from creating money to finance
the Treasury, it could lend international reserves to the Trea-
sury, and moreover provided "rediscount" credit to the BHN, the
BANADE and some provincial banks, many of whom provided financ-
ing to provincial governments.

3.18. In early 1988, despite their intentions to reduce bank
reserves and inaccessible-deposit requirements, the authorities
chose to maintain and even increase these requirements to fight
inflation. In mid-1988 was that the balance of payments sud-
denly became a source of inflationary pressure: unusually hot
summer weather had damaged U.S. grain and soybean production,
and the authorities had to sterilize significant internation-
al-reserve inflows resulting from high prices and export vol-
umes. By July 1988, tightened monetary policy notwithstanding,
the authorities found themselves once again facing the prospect
of hyperinflation.

3.19. The essential characteristics of Argentina's peculiar
macro-financial ystem were in place before the Primavera Plan.
Demand for both narrow (unremunerated) and for broad (remuner-
ated) money, which competed with readily-available dollar-denom-
inated assets, was low. Broad money could compete with dollars
only by offering high interest rates. Broad money, however, was
BCRA debt, intermediated at one remove by the commercial banks.
The BCR had no means of paying interest, save through creation
of debt that the economy was unwilling to hold except at high
interest rates. When the BCRA chose debt creation rather than
money creation, it committed itself to future expansion of the
broad money supply. Tight monetary policy therefore became per-
versely inflationary.
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4. The Primavera Plan.

4.1. In August 1988 Argentina's economic authorities,
alarmed by accelerating prices over the first seven months of
1988, attempted to renew their heterodox stabilization strategy
through what came to be known as the "Primavera Plan." The core
of the Plan was a "reverse" multiple exchange-rate system
through which the BCRA would earn an operating profit from
foreign-exchange transactions at unfavorable rates for both im-
porters and exporters. Following an initial devaluation, the
official exchange rate would be devalued at a pre-announced
four-per-cent monthly rate. Monetary policy would be calibrated
to set domestic interest rates at whatever level was necessary
to hold the parallel rate -- the importers' rate -- between
20 and 25 per cent above the official rate -- the rate for most
exporters. This profit, expected to be on the order of 1.5 per
cent of GDP, was meant to reduce overall domestic credit cre-
ation. At the same time, public-enterprise prices were adjusted
upward to bolster the firms' operating revenues. Different pub-
lic-enterprise prices would then be raised each month to fore-
stall inflationary erosion.

4.2. The Government buttressed the program by securing
agreements with industrialists to limit monthly price increases
and with labor unions to moderate wage demands. Industrialists
went along in the hope of diminishing the Peronists' chances in
the May 1989 presidential elections. The Peronist labor unions
cooperated informally to avoid the charge of having irresponsi-
bly blocked a stabilization effort. Deceleration of prices was
expected to generate a favorable Olivera-Tanzi effect on public
revenues. The probable real effective revaluation of the aus-
*ral, which seemed justified in view of the terms-of-trade gain
resulting from the United States drought conditions, would pre-
sumably diminish inflationary pressure.

4.3. These measures were intended to provide a few weeks of
breathing space for deeper reforms, including a tax reform. The
authorities limited their publicly-stated ambitions to mainte-
nance of single-digit monthly inflation for the coming months.
They felt that deeper success required reforms the Congress
would probably not approve in the months leading up to the
May 1989 presidential elections. In addition, it was clear that
substantial monetary pressures would persist. The devaluation
itself would have an inflationary effect, and, in addition, the
BCRA was amortizing maturing Treasury bonds that had been issued
during 1987.

4.4. The main reason the Primavera Plan ran into trouble was
that Argentine financial markets insisted on monthly interest
rates of 1 to 2 percentage points above the inflation rate and
3 to 4 percentage points over the devaluation rate to hold the
parallel exchange rate at its targeted values. The resulting
interest bill kept the combined Treasury and BCRA deficit high.
Structural reforms promised for the non-financial public sector
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came slowly. The tax reform approved in December 1988 incorpo-
rated so m;any compromises that -- although it made a number of
advances from the standpoint of efficiency -- it failed ade-
quately to increase tax revenues. Meanwhile, partly because in-
terest rates remained so high, the BCRA's scheme to profit on
foreign-exchange sales fell short. High interest rates contrib-
uted to the economy's slide into recession, reducing imports,
and, moreover, discouraged would-be importers from borrowing or
withdrawing funds to purchase foreign exchange.

4.5. Through November, December and January the BCRA sought
to limit liquidity growth and support the exchange rate by im-
posing additional inaccessik deposits on commercial banks.
Interest rates rose as a re%,'i , and the BCRA's rising interest
bill itself became a significant source of BCRA-liability cre-
ation. As the stock of BCRA liabilities swelled relative to the
dollar stock, the parallel exchange rate came under pressure.
In January the BCRA tried to relieve this pressure by selling
dollars. Once the markets perceived that the BCRA was spending
reserves, however, the stabilization effort became untenable.
Commercial banks faced heavy withdrawal demand as depositors
sought to convert their deposits and capitalized interest safely
into dollars before the austral collapsed. Some of the
exchange-rate pressure was seasonal: January is a summer month,
and overseas trivellers always swell foreign-exchange demand.
Seasonally lower economic activity also reduces money demand.
The uncertainties created by the mid-May presidential election
provided further motivation for deposit withdrawals. It is
doubtful, however, that seasonal developments or political un-
certainties were the preponderant sources of the withdrawal
pressure, compared with the relentless growth of the BCRA's lia-
bilities.

4.6. Early in February 1989 the authorities bowed to the in-
evitable and devalued. Over subsequent weeks, the economy tum-
bled into hyperinflation. As the commercial banks' illiquidity
became increasingly acute, the BCRA had to (i) release bank re-
serves, then (ii) release inaccessible deposits and (iii) pro-
vide rediscounts, and finally (iv) permit widespread reserve de-
ficiencies and even (v) allow informal overdrafts by commercial
banks on their BCRA reserve accounts. In April, to permit a
larger transfer of resources to the commercial banks, the BCRA
made an upward revision in its method of calculating the inter-
est it owed on their inaccessible deposits, credited the incre-
ment to the banks' inaccessible-deposit accounts, and then re-
leased a larger proportion of the deposits. Meanwhile, the au-
thorities revised the exchange-rate policy several times,
briefly attempting a floating exchange rate before returning to
something like a crawling peg. By May, however, there was
full-blown hyperinflation, fuelled by the BCRA's provision of
base money to the commercial banks so that withdrawals would not
force them out of business. Largely because of the hyperinfla-
tion, the Peronists won the May 1989 elections.
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5. The B8 Plan.

5.1. As described above, when t.ae new authorities took
office in July 1989 they lost no time in enacting a new stabili-
zation program, comprising a massive devaluation followed by a
fixed exchange rate; massive public-service price increases; and
an agreement with industrial enterprises to hold their output
prices as long the exchange rate and public-service prices re-
mained unchanged. The authorities also requested legislation to
broaden their powers to reduce public expenditure, privatize
public enterprises, and increase tax collection.

5.2. Until the non-interest surplus rose sufficiently to
cover Treasury and BCRA interest, however, stability depended on
monetary policy. The immediate problem was that the hyper-
inflation had so reduced money holding that the money creation
induced by the devaluation and the consequent surrender of
export proceeds generated proportionally high monetary growth.
Some increase in money holding was likely as a result of more
favorable inflationary expectations, but it was too optimistic
to suppose that remonetization could absorb all, or even a sig-
nificant part of, the increase. (In any case, with prices
frozen, the measured real money stock overstated the economy's
true willingness to hold money.) The new BCRA President made it
clear that he would use voluntary open-market sales of CEDEPs,
not compulsory inaccessible deposits, to control liquidity
growth.

5.3. After attempting initially through the CEDEP auctions
to set a monthly deposit rate of about 5 per cent, which gener-
ated time-deposit withdrawals and parallel exchange market pres-
sure, the BCRA restored the CEDEP rate to about 15 per cent.
Although this was what was necessary to secure the parallel ex-
change rate, the authorities understood that stability was
beyond reach if the BCRA continued to pay rates so high. The
Treasury and the BCRA had emerged from the hyperinflation with
about US$6 billion in domestic debt; since GDP was running at
about US$5 to US$6 billion a month, the interest bill would
still be around 10 to 15 per cent of GDP, well above any con-
ceivable public-sector non-interest surplus. Accordingly, the
authorities sought to reduce interest rates by slowly generating
market confidence. By publicizing the structural reforms the
new Government planned, by securing international support, and
by managing monetary policy gradually and delicately, the au-
thorities hoped to reduce domestic interest rates to magnitudes
they stood some chance of paying.

5.4. From mid-July to mid-October, the Government appeared
to make steady progress in this effort. The BCRA gradually re-
duced monthly interest rates from 15 to 4 per cent, while in-
creasing the stock of CEDEPs outstanding from next to nothing to
almost US$3 billion, with no significant increase in the gap i)e-
tween the parallel and (fixed) official exchange rates. Some-
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what ironically, the CEDEPs were purchased almost entirely by
private commercial banks. The banks bought them voluntarily be-
cause, with the exchange rate fixed, CEDEP yields exceeded any
conceivable alternative -- in particular, lending to the private
sector, which had virtually ceased -- and they were able to fund
their positions from returning p-ivate-sector deposits. The en-
couraging decline in interest rates was helped when Congress
passed the Economic Emergency Law in August and the Public
Sector Reform Law in September -- although compromises on provi-
sions regarding regional industrial subsidies and other matters
caused some concern in the financial press. Successful negotia-
tion of a stand-by IMF program in September further helped
market confidence.

5.5. In mid-October, however, this progress reversed sud-
denly, as described above. Pressure emerged in the parallel ex-
change market when the monthly deposit rates fell to 4 per cent.
The BCRA quickly forced up the rates by selling CEDEPs, but then
it had to raise them again as anxious depositors sought with-
drawals. Commercial bankers found the withdrawal pressure
hardly less dangerous when their deposits were backed by market-
able assets rather than inaccessible deposits. If they tried to
sell their CEDEPs to recover liquidity and pay depositors, they
would have generated a sharp decline in the assets' value, hence
further pressure on interest rates.

5.6. It is unclear why the situation deteriorated at pre-
cisely this moment. It seems probable, however, that the finan-
cial markets fully understood the policy-makers' trap. The BCRA
had driven interest rates too low to compete with dollar assets,
but with the domestic debt now swollen to US$7 billion, the
public sector's debt service would soar uncontrollably if it
paid competitive interest rates. As in the Primavera Plan, once
the private sector bid interest rates up, the stabilization
effort became unsustainable. The authorities could not reverse
the drift, particularly when they found they had saturated the
market and received few or no bids in the CEDEP auctions. Even
the announcement of emergency taxation measures in mid-November
-- including heavy taxes on the profits banks had earned in the
previous hyperinflation -- failed to mitigate the crisis. The
effectiveness of the taxation measures may, in fact, have been
offset to the extent people reduced private saving rather than
consumption or investment expenditure to pay taxes; diminished
saving might have added to the pressure on interest rates, leav-
ing the higher tax receipts offset by a larger interest bill.

5.7. Through the first week of December, the parallel ex-
change rate rose to the 35-40 per-cent range, while deposit
rates, driven by banks' competing to hold deposits, surged. On
Sunday, December 10 the authorities announced a package of cor-
rective policy measure=, including devaluation of the official
exchange rate from A$655 to A$l,O00, and increases in export-tax
rates. The measures also included a two-year rescheduling of
amortization due on most outstanding Treasury bond issues. Many
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observers believe this rescheduling to have been a serious mis-
take, because it damaged financial-market confidence at the most
critical moment. Nevertheless, the authorities hoped that these
measures, combined with th'j emergency taxes announced in Novem-
ber, would permit a new equilibrium. A bank holiday was de-
clared for Monday. When financial markets reopened the next
day, however, they rapidly reestablished the same percentage
parallel exchange rate premium, and interest rates came under
renewed pressure. By the end of the week the Bunge y Born min-
isterial team resigned.

5.8. These processes can be traced in the figures provided
in Tables 7 and 8. Table 8 shows that the broad liquidity &g-
aregate, which includes time deposits, grew both in dollar terms
and as a proportion of GDP from the third quarter of 1988 into
the first quarter of 1989. This was because the real interest
rates on such time deposits (see Table 1) grew steadily over the
period, not only encouraging deposit holding but also increasing
the broad-liquidity stock through capitalization -- at least
until February 1989 when the exchange crisis occurred, causing
the dollar value of the broad liquidity stock to plunge precipi-
tously into the second quarter of 1989. With the BB Plan broad
liquidity resumed its growth, although from a lower level, into
the fourth quarter of 1989. Table 8 also shows the sources of
monetary-base growth. Here the significant points to observe
include (i) the money creation resulting from BCRA interest pay-
ments throughout 1988 and 1989; (ii) the contribution to mone-
tary contraction of inaccessible deposits in the fourth quarter
of 1988 and of primary open-market operations in the third quar-
ter of 1989; and (iii) the expansionary contributions of the ex-
ternal sector throughout the period, notably in the periods im-
mediately following the sharp devaluations carried out with the
announcements of the programs.

5.9. Table 9 shows the main components of the BCRA's lossQs
and borrowing requirements over this period. (The Appendix dis-
cusses relevant technical issues.) The significant points to
note are (i) the sharp increase in the stock of inaccessible de-
posits and in the interest paid on them between the third quar-
ter of 1988 and the first quarter of 1989, (ii) the sharp in-
crease in the stock of BCRA bills and in the interest paid on
them between the second and fourth quarters of 1989, and
(iii) the high nominal interest payments accrued by the BCRA.
The only asset categories on which the BCRA received debt ser-
vice in cash were the dollar-linked rediscounts -- mainly export
credit -- and illiquidity rediscounts, which were relatively
small in magnitude.

5.10. The BCRA's own borrowing requirement exceeded its total
losses, and indeed was just about equal to its total interest
payments. This point was especially important in the third
quarter of 1989, when the BCRA's nominal interest bill remained
substantial even as it ran a surplus on an accrual basis. This
surplus resulted from the lagged indexation of some of its
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assets -- assets on which it accrued income but received no cash
payment. The indexation was s0 substantial that the BCRA's ac-
crued asset stock actually came to exceed the liability stock in
the third quarter of 1989. The BCRA's interest payments.
amounted to their nominal value plus the gain from the infla-
tionary erosion of the corresponding liabilities. Particularly
in the fourth quarters of 1988 and of 1989, however, the BCRAWs
nominal interest payments due substantially exceeded the gain
through inflationary erosion of liabilities.

6. common characteristics of the Primavera and B8 Plans.

6.1. Many observers noted the parallels with the Primavera
Plan even at the outset of the BB Plan, and there are evident
retrospective parallels. Both failed because they sought to
stabilize a macroeconomy burdened with excessive, and exces-
sively expensive, public-sector debt by having the public sector
take on more debt. The architects of both plans were fully
aware of the contradiction: they felt their only hope of avert-
ing public-sector bankruptcy was to borrow time at high interest
rates, win sufficient confidence to bring down the interest
rates, and then carry out structural reforms quickly enough to
enable the public sector to pay the interest and, ultimately,
the principal.

6.2. The orders of magnitude of the aggregates involved made
this approach dauntingly difficult. With monthly interest rates
on the order of 5 per cent, domestic debt totalling US$7 bil-
lion, and monthly GDP running at US$5 to $6 billion, the monthly
interest bill of US$350 million was 6 to 7 per cent of GDP.
Even after the massive devaluation and public-sector price in-
creases of July 1989, the non-interest public-sector surplus was
barely positive at best. It may have reached 2 or 3 per cent of
CDP in November 1989. An additional increase of 3 or 4 percent-
age points in the non-interest surplus -- whether through ex-
penditure reductions or tax increases -- would have strained the
economy severely at a moment when it was emerging from the dis-
array induced by the hyperinflation. Even if successfully im-
plemented, such fiscal improvements might have had short-term
contractionary consequences so sharp that they might have dimin-
ished private saving, which might in turn have inc.reased domes-
tic interest rates. (The peculiar hydraulics of Argentina's
macroeconomy made this possible: demand for broad money depended
positijvel on interest rates and the public sector itself was
heavily indebted at high interest rates.)

6.3. Interest-rate determination in the Primavera and
BB Plan contexts clearly operated rather differently from usual.
In conventional settings, borrowers and lenders presumably come
to market with real "reservation" interest rates based on their
propensities to borrow and lend, then negotiate nomii4a! reserva-
tion interest rates by taking account of exogenous anticipated
inflation. In a financial system as open as Argentina's, lend-
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ers' opportunity cost is governed by anticipated devaluation and
external interest rates. High interest rates induce private
lenders to ration, because high rates make borrowers more likely
to default. Where the public sector owes the debt, however, the
nature of the market changes. A public sector can promise any
nominal interest rate as long as it has unquestioned capacity to
inflate. Knowing this, private lenders can demand any interest
rate from the public sector they collectively wish. The public
sector can place debt at any interest rate the market demands,
effectively financing the interest by placing additional debt.

6.4. As Argentina's public sector borrowed from the private
sector, a perverse distress cycle resulted. The public sector
rolled over its loans and borrowed increasing amounts from the
private sector to pay the private sector its interest; the pub-
lic sector then borrowed still more to service still more debt.
A regressive transfer resulted, from inflation- and convention-
al-tax payers to lenders. The process finally broke down be-
cause the capitalization of interest rapidly increased lenders'
portfolio holdings of austral-denominated assets: once they
elected to balance their portfolios by acquiring more foreign
exchange, they bid down the value of the austral and bid up in-
terest rates. At this point, higher interest rates could only
increase anticipated exchange-rate depreciation. In such cir-
cumstances, financial-market participants, observing higher in-
terest rates, are apt to conclude that the Government will soon-
er or later have to inflate to pay the interest, that everyone
else's inflation expectations are rising on similar reasoning,
and that hers or his should therefore rise as well.

6.5. It may help to consider this from a game-theory per-
spective. Imagine the macroeconomy as comprising two players:
(i) a government and (ii) a financial market. Suppose, first,
that the market is fully confident that the government will
honor its commitments. Government debt should ther carry a rel-
atively sow interest rate, incorporating a low risk premium; the
government is therefore more likely to meet its obligations.
Suppose, on the other hand, that the financial market believes
the government is likely to default. Government debt will then
carry a relatively high interest rate, incorporating a high risk
premium; the government is therefore more likely to default.
This is why governments in such circumstances concentrate
heavily on emitting "signals," reaffirming their intention to
honor commitments. A government incapable of persuading the
markets of its intention not to default may prove incapable of
avoiding default. The problem is complicated, moreover, by the
reality that the "financial market" comprises many decision
makers, each of whom are guided not only by their perception of
the government's intentions, but also by their perception of
other market participants' perceptions. A single market partic-
ipant might, for example, be persuaded that the authorities
intend to honor government obligations, but might also believe
that other market participants remain unpersuaded. This person,
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and others similarly situated, might therefore reason that the
government remains likely to default.

7. stabilization measures of December 1989 and January 1990.

7.1. Following the Bunge y Born team's resignatior., a new
economic team took office, and immediately announced a new set
of measures. On December 18 it unified and floated the exchange
rate, announced the virtual eliminati&on of all price controls,
and reversed the December 10 export-tax increases. The previous
week's devaluation had put an end to the wage- and price-freeze
understandings, and the new authorities raised public-sector
wages as well. The new BCRA President announced that he would
permit no money creation, although Argentine financial markets
clearly understood that a significant part of the monetary base
creation -- in particular, the interest payments on BCRA obliga-
tions -- was automatic. The exchange rate fluctuated between
AS1,400 and AS1,900 over the remainder of that week, while real
interest rates remained high, partly on account of seasonal
pressures. Prices rose sharply; the price level would roughly
double between November 30 to December 31. The new authorities
hoped the floating exchange rate would move into equilibrium and
that interest rates and inflation would then decline. Unfortu-
nately, instability continued to deepen. After the Christmas
holiday, the exchange rate depreciated rapidly, reaching A$2,500
on December 28. Interest rates soared as anxious depositors re-
quested withdrawals. Over the closing weekend of 1990, the
floating exchange rate depreciated precipitously to A$4,000 and
monthly interest rates rose to between 500 and 600 per cent.

7.2. There was widespread speculation that the authorities
would dollarize the economy, devaluing heavily, demonetizing the
autral, and setting a short deadline for conversion to dollars.
Instead, however, they announced the BONEX conversion: the bulk
of banks' time deposits were to be converted into BONEX yielding
LIBOR plus a small spread maturing in ten years with two years'
grace. Commercial-bank time deposits were temporarily sus-
pended. The authorities thereby eliminated the flow of BCRA
losses through interest due to commercial banks. Since the
BONEX traded at a discount, and since the discount was bound to
deepen as the outstanding BONEX stock increased, the conversion
constituted a substantial unilateral write-down of the public
sector's obligations to the private sector.

7.3. It was evident at the time that the BONEX corversion
had four consequences, two stabilizing and two destabilizing.
The stabilizing consequences were (i) the direct elimination of
the BCRA's domestic borrowing requirement and (ii) the extinc-
tion of roughly half the economy's broad liquidity stock. The
destabilizing consequences were (iii) a further blow to finan-
cial market confidence; and (iv) a sharp reduction in commercial
banks' solvency and profitability. Moreover, the measure was
taken hastily, and it took two months for the authorities to
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decide essential details of the conversion, which generated ad-
ditional uncertainty. Not surprisingly, the willingness to hold
money sank to unprecedentedly low levels. The measure is best
understood as a declaration of insolvency by a public sector
caught in acute distress. Although the authorities were, of
course, heavily criticized, they undoubtedly took the better
choice of declaring bankruptcy rather than allow turmoil to turn
to chaos, which would have ended in any case in a larger bank-
ruptcy.

7.4. over the first two months of 1990 the exchange rate and
the price level remained extremely volatile, rising at average
monthly rates of 70 to 80 per cent. In early March, however,
following a month of extremely tight monetary policy, announce-
ment of substantial fiscal measures caused the nominal exchange
rate to settle down, and the monthly inflation rate moderated to
about 10 to 15 per cent. Over March and April the exchange rate
appreciated sharply in real effective terms even as the monetary
authority purchased more than US$1 billion in foreign exchange.
The Treasury ran a surplus sufficient to purchase only about one
fifth of this. For several months thereafter, while monthly in-
flation persisted at 10 to 15 per cent, the nominal exchange
rate remained between A$5,000 and A$5,800. The BCRA continued
to purchase the proceeds of the trade surplus, which reached
almost 10 per cent of GDP for the year, so that even after meet-
ing some external debt service commitments (including, after
April, partial payments of interest due to commercial banks),
foreign-exchange reserves grew. The Treasury maintained a pri-
mary surplus, as it had since September 1989, buttressed during
1990 by several rounds of tax increase. Nevertheless, with
money demand still very low and the real economy severely de-
pressed, Argentina's macroeconomy remained highly unstable.

S. Concluding observations.

8.1. When a public sector slips into debt distress, the
available policy options are disagreeable -- essentially, to
continue the cycle of debt accumulation until it can somehow get
together a sufficient non-interest surplus to stop it, or to de-
fault on commitments. As long as the cycle continues, pol-
icy-makers lose their capacity to carry on normal policy activ-
ity. On the other hand, if they default, given the government's
role as the economy's principal debtor, they set a troubling
precedent and make future public-sector borrowing more diffi-
cult.

8.2. If in July 1989 the incoming authorities' emergency
measures had been even more drastic than they were, they might
have secured a non-interest public-sector surplus sufficient to
pay the combined Treasury and BCRA interest bill, thus achieving
overall public-sector balance. They would then have avoided
further debt accumulation. They clearly attempted as much as
they believed politically and economically feasible. It cannot
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be assumed a Priori, however, that rapid achievement of an oper-
ating surplus so large was within the authorities' reach. Over
any time period, there is some maximum feasible improvement in
any nublic sector's non-interest surplus, particularly for an
economy setting out from depressed circumstances. It is at
least possible that the BB Plan strategy was simply impossible
-- i.e., that the interest due far exceeded the public sector's
capacity to pay it. It is at least possible that Argentina's
public sector was, in this sense, truly bankrupt.

8.3. One of the striking lessons from Argentina's experience
is that contractionary monetary policy can be peculiarly coun-
terproductive in an economy where structural problems persist,
where money pays interest (and where money demand and money cre-
ation are both positive functions of short-term interest rates),
and where the public sector itself has a high interest bill.
Over the latter half of the 1980s, Argentine policy-makers ap-
plied vigorous contractionary monetary policy, forcing interest
rates to levels no private sector activity could pay in any con-
text, let alone in the Argentine economy's depressed conditions.
One consequence was that the formal banking system stopped lend-
ing to the private sector. The scarcity of working-capital
credit -- let alone of investment credit for new enterprises --
has become a standing obstacle to economic progress. The second
consequence was that the public sector itself became heavily in-
debted, evidently to the point of distress.

8.4. There is a widespread view that governments, unlike
private entities, cannot go bankrupt. It appears to have been
Argentina's unhappy lot to have provided a counter-example to
this view. The January 1990 BONEX conversion amounted to the
Argentine Government's declaration of bankruptcy. If indeed the
nation had become bankrupt -- and there is, at a minimum, a
strong case that it had -- then the authorities would appear to
have had little choice. Having taken this difficult and regret-
table step, however, there are grounds for hope that this funda-
mentally resource-rich nation can return to economic progress,
if it can maintain fiscal austerity, if it can gradually restore
private-sector confidence and credit flows, and if it can secure
a realistic arrangement with its overseas creditors.
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9* APPENDIX. SOME TECHNICAL ISSUES REGARDING CENTRAL-BANK
LOSSES AND BORROWING REQUIREMENTS.

9.1. Over the 1980s Argentina's Central Bank underwent pro-
gressive decapitalization, in the form of deepening indebtedness
and progressive losses on assets. As a consequence of its
decapitalization -- that is, as a consequence of its loss of an
independent net asset position -- the Central Bank lost the ca-
pacity to carry out effective monetary policy. Having no mar-
ketable assets, it could not absorb money except by borrowing at
high interest. Its interest-bearing domestic indebtedness
became so severe that it slipped into distress, with its inter-
est bill running ahead of its capacity to place new debt except
at higher and higher interest rates. This became a core cause
-- arguably the core cause -- of the hyperinflationary pressure
that emerged twice over the course of 1989.

9.2. This appendix discusses certain conceptual issues re-
garding central bank losses and deficits. The expression
"quasi-fiscal deficit" has been used interchangeably to refer
both to the Central Bank's losses and to its borrowing require-
ment. Nevertheless, it is helpful -- indeed, important -- to
maintain a clear distinction.

9.3. Like any other financial enterprise, a central bank may
earn interest on some of its assets and pay interest on some of
its liabilities. (A central bank that has access to seignorage
-- the capacity to borrow at zero interest by issuing an obliga-
tion that people hold for its liquidity characteristics --
should not need to borrow at interest.) In addition, central
bank assets may take capital gains and losses, or may revalue
through currency fluctuations, or losses on account of non-pay-
ment. Such events give rise to profits or losses. In any time
interval over which the central bank distributes no dividends
nor receives additional capitalization, the flow of losses
(profits) equals the flow decrease (increase) in the central
bank's net capital position.

9.4. To discuss central-bank losses and borrowing require-
ments more precisely, it helps to set out several definitions
and distinctions: (i) operating and non-operating losses;
(ii) external and domestic components of central-bank losses;
(iii) accrual and cash bases for measuring central-bank losses;
(iv) nominal and real bases for measuring central-bank losses;
and (v) the distinction between central-bank losses and borrow-
ing requirements.

9.5. (i) OReratino and non-oRerating central bank losses.
In Argentina, the principal source of central-bank operating
losses was the excess of interest paid on obligations over in-
terest received on assets. (A "classical" central bank whose
liabilities were restricted to issues of non-interest-bearing
base money would have no significant interest expenses, and
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should therefore generate no operating loss through interest
flows.) Additional, but less significant, operating losses
might arise through the central bank's own administrative and
payroll expenditures. In some nations central banks carry on
subsidy operations or multiple exchange-rate practices that may
also give rise to losses. The important point about operating
expenditures -- and net operating losses -- is that they require
the central bank to issue debt or money as they are incurred;
that is, the central bank must capitalize interest due into a
debt stock or pay -- i.e., issue -- money to cover it. (Vice
versa for operating receipts; the central bank either capital-
izes them into assets or receives -- i.e., absorbs -- money in
payment.)

9.6. Central bank non-operating losses include such things
as increases in the domestic currency values of net dollar de-
nominated liabilities resulting from currency devaluation; re-
ductions in recorded values of assets through recognition of
value impairment; and reductions in market valuations of (capi-
tal losses on) longer-term marketable (but sound) assets. In
themselves, non-operating expenditures and losses reduce the
central bank's capital position, but do not directly require the
central bank to take on increased net indebtedness -- in partic-
ular, to create money.

9.7. Operating and non-operating losses both diminish a cen-
tral bank's capital position. In principle, the distinction be-
tween the two is that, unlike non-operating losses, operating
losses must be financed directly, as incurred, through increased
central-bank net indebtedness. The flow increase in the central
bank's net indebtedness equals the flow increase in the central
bank's total debt -- currency in circulation, debt to commercial
banks, debt to the non-financial private sector, debt to the
private sector (deposits of public entities, if any), and exter-
nal debt -- less the flow increase in central bank assets -- in-
cluding international reserves and commercial bank, private- and
public-sector obligations to the central bank.

9.8. While non-operating losses do not force a central bank
to contract additional net debt, over time the reductions they
entail in the central bank's capital position may affect its ca-
pacity to act. Value impairment of, capital losses on, or ad-
verse currency shifts involving central-bank assets diminish the
central bank's subsequent capacity to absorb money.

9.9. (ii) External and domestic sources of central bank
lsggL. A central bank may take operating and non-operating
losses on both external and domestic activities. Operating ex-
ternal losses consist principally of the difference between in-
terest flows on external liabilities and assets. Non-operating
external losses consist mainly of the flow increase in the do-
mestic currency value of external liabilities resulting from
exchange-rate depreciation, if external liabilities exceed ex-
ternal assets; if external assets exceed external liabilities,
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exchange-rate depreciation gives rise to non-operating profits.
Value impairment of, or capital losses on, external assets may
also give rise to non-operating external losses. Profits or
losses may also arise through multiple exchange rates. A cen-
tral bank that purchases foreign exchange at a high (local cur-
rency per dollar) rate and sells at a low rate -- presumably, to
set differential incentives favoring importers over exporters --
would tend to run an operating loss.

9.10. (iii) Accrual and cash bases for central bank ogerating
12ases, For simplicity, suppose a central bank runs losses
through interest due on a single obligation. Over any time in-
terval, this interest might be paid in cash, capitalization into
the obligation stock or a combination of the two. The losses
measured on a cash basis would be the interest actually paid out
in cash, or, equivalently, the total interest accrued less the
interest capitalized into the obligation stock. Income on
assets can be treated similarly. Thus,

Central bank operating losses, accrual basis
= Central bank operating losses, cash basis
+ Interest due to be paid by the central bank accrued

into liability stocks
- Interest due to be paid to the central bank accrued

into asset stocks,

or,
Central bank operating losses, cash basis

- Central bank operating losses, accrual basis
- Interest due to be paid b the central bank accrued

into liability stocks
+ Interest due to be paid to the central bank accrued

into asset stocks.

The base money issued in the process of "financing" the central
bank 'l operating losses constitutes the flow "monetary impact"
of the central bank's losses. (Non-operating central bank
losses can have no direct monetary impact.)

9.11. Livy Nominal and real bases for mea2uring domestic cen-
tral bank losses. Where inflation is significant, the central
bank generates a profit to the extent its liabilities denomi-
nated in local currency exceed its assets denominated in local
currency (or takes a loss to the extent its assets exceed its
liabilities), because the inflationary erosion of the liabili-
ties exceeds that of assets. Over any time interval in which
prices rise x per cent, each domestic currency unit loses
[x/(lO0+x)] per cent of its purchasing power. (If one Reso is
held over a period in which the price level rises by x per cent,
its purchasing power value at the end of the period will be
(100/(lO0+x)] times its initial purchasing power value, a loss
of [x/(100+x)J per cent.) Accordingly, a given "nominal" cen-
tral-bank loss may be placed on a "real basis" by adding a flow
equal to [x/(100+x)] per cent of the difference between the cen-
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tral bank's domestic currency-denominated liabilities and
assets. For this calculation, &11 of a central bank's liabili-
ties -- in particular, the non-interest-bearing monetary base --
and assets should be taken into account. (The definition of the
quasi-fiscal deficit used by the Argentine authorities did not
take account of the narrow monetary base, and to this extent
overstated the BCRA's real decapitalization. Barbone and
'ackerman 1989 discusses this point.)

9.12. (v- Central bank losses and the central bank's borrow-
ing reguirement. For some purposes, the borrowing requirement
resulting from the central bank's own activities may be a more
useful indicator of the macroeconomic pressure exerted by these
activities than the losses arising from them. The point here is
that, where a central bank has an asset position on which it ac-
crues interest income but does not receive it in cash, the cen-
tral bank's own operational flow may nevertheless imply a sub-
stantial borrowing requirement, even if the operational flow
shows a profit on an accrual basis. In a macroeconomic context,
the borrowing requirements, not the central-bank decaDitaliza-
tion per se, measure the burden the central bank's activities
place on domestic financial markets.

9.13. The central bank's own borrowing requirement may be
measured as the sum of (a) its losses on an accrual basis and
{b) interest receipts capitalized into the asset stocks rather
than received in cash. (Note that the central bank borrowing
requirement as defined here includes only what the central bank
borrows to finance its own losses.) The central bank's losses
will be less than the central bank's borrowing requirement to
the extent the central bank is only accruing, not actually re-
ceiving cash payments of, interest on its assets.

9.14. To discuss these points in analytical terms, define the
following variables, all as period-end stock values (the nota-
tion convention is that a prime indicates domestic-currency
stocks and an asterisk indicates U.S.-dollar values):

F' = net obligations of the non-financial public-sector to
the central bank;

H' obligations of the banking system to the central bank,
including rediscount credit;

e = exchange rate (domestic currency per U.S. dollar);
A* = net external assets of the central bank;
R'I= commercial-bank reserves;
B' = the monetary base (i.e., B'-R' represents currency in

circulation);
U' = non-monetary financial obligations of the central bank;

and
V' = the central bank's capitalization.
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9.15. The central bank's balance sheet, accordingly, has the
following structure:

F' R'

H' B' - R'

A' - eA* U'

V'

9.16. Let the respective nominal rates of return on the
assets and liabilities be given by f', h', a*, r', and u' (there
is presumably no return on B' - R'). (The notation convention
is that an apostrophe indicates a nominal domestic-currency rate
and an asterisk a nominal U.S.-dollar rate.) Over a given short
time period -- taken here to be one accounting accrual period --
the central bank's operatina profit in nominal terms is given by

J'r (f- 1 F_l + h_1 H'_1 + e a*-1 A*_1 )

- (r' 1 R'_ 1 + U 1 Ul'). E1]

(The central bank's own operating costs -- wages, supplies, etc.
-- are ignored.)

9.17. (The asset and liability stocks and their corresponding
interest rates may be thought of as vectors. Thus, for example,
f' and F' would be vectors incorporating rates of return on and
stocks of different kinds of government obligation held by the
central bank.)

9.18. The central bank's nan-cperatLng profit, again in nomi-
nal terms, is given by

N' - (e - e-1) A* - d H'1_, [2]

where "d" represents the proportion written off the stock out-
standing at the end of the preceding period of commercial-bank
obligations to the central bank. The first term in this expres-
sion represents the appreciation in local-currency terms of the
net international-reserve position as a result of currency de-
valuation.

9.19. For simplicity, assume that the central bank receives
no additional capitalization nor pays out any dividends, so the
central bank's capital position simply increases by the overall
profit:
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VI - V'1 J' + N. (31

9.20. The "real" part of this profit flow is calculated by

subtracting the "inflation adjustment" of assets and liabili-

ties. Let "x" represent the inflation rate (now in decimal

terms) over any given period. Then the inflation profit over

the period on inflation on assets and liabilities is given by

-(x/(l+x)] (F'-_ + H' 1 + e_1 A*_1 - B -1 U' 1l] (4]

which may be added to the nominal profit flow to give the corre-
sponding real-basis profit. Also, note that the real-basis
profit is not the same as the deflated value of the profit flow.
Note that this last expression takes account of all central-bank
assets and liabilities, including the monetary base.

9.21. The central bank's loss flow is the negative of For-
mula (3). The inflation-adjusted 1055 flow, which measures the
change in the central bank's real capital position, is given by

Z - Z'

-[x/(l+x)] [F'_, + H',1 + eA*_1 - B'1 - U'-1], (5]

where

Z' - -(V' - V'- 1 ) 

9.22. The monetary impact of the central bank's operating
loss may be defined by the expression

aB'J -(mr r'_, R'_ 1 + m u'_1 U'_^)

+ (mf f -l F' -l + mh h'_ H- 1

+ ma e a* 1 A*-1 )1 (6]
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where mr and mu are the respective proportions of the central

bank's interest payments on liabilities actually paid in money,

while mf, mh and ma are the proportions of the central bank's

interest receipts on its net assets actually paid in money;

ABO'i is then the change in the monetary base directly resulting

from J', the central bank's operating loss. Since the propor-

tions (1-mr ) and (1- m u) of interest paid by the central bank

are not paid in cash, and the proportions (1-mf ), (1-mh ) and

(1-mrh) are not absorbed in cash but instead are capitalized into

the respective assets or liabilities:

JAR" cr r'_ R' 1 , [7]

v. = C u'r 1 U'_ 1,

LAF'3C f f*'- 1 F's, (9)

L1HO = ch h'-1 H' 1, [10]

and L A' = ca e a* 1 A* 1, (11]

where cr (1 - mr),

C c (1 - mu),

cf = (1f-r),

ch = (1 -nh),

and ca (1ma);

The coefficients mi may be called the "monetization" rates, and

the coefficients ci the corresponding "capitalization" rates.
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9.23. In addition to the growth in each asset and liability

that takes place through the capitalization described by the

formulas above, each asset and liability grows or diminishes

through monetary events and policy: bank reserves change as con-

mercial banks receive or lose deposits; non-monetary obligations

change as the central bank creates or absorbs them; credit to

commercial banks and to the public sector, or international re-

serves, change as the economy evolves. Let .lFF'I represent the

growth in F' resulting from causes other than interest capitali-

zation, and so on for the other assets and liabilities. The

overall change in each asset or liability is then given by

- vR'I / LIR, (12]

LIU# - LWu"a -nL U'l, (13]

Lip"- LF'O - aFj , (141

LIH' - 1 H' - LIH'O, (15]

and, in domestic-currency terms,

I 3
IA - LJA'A - A' (16]

The overall change in the monetary base is given then by

LID' aiB + Lis

where

B AiY'1 + LH H'I + LIAO I Llu (17I
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Pebiuny 3.242 3.342 3.s2 7.3 2."2 4.76 1.0 S.2S .2 7.442
wrcb 3.42 0.96% 4.2M 6.652 1.391 1.562 31.592 7.3S2 9.492 7.132
WrU 0.7s2 0.532 4.442 4.0n 2.352 9.662 33.662 6.0U2 11.062 7.002
11 0.412 2.443 1.842 4.59 3.452 3.652 12.142 S.AM .6SU 6.92n
June 0.742 3.092 S.492 -2.62 3.332 20.M 2.742 7.64t 6.52 9.492
July I.20M 4.33 4.032 0.02 2.1S1 S5.20S 4.22 7.3n 6.40 7.1.52
£U5ut 1.192 2.342 40.02 1.712 2.112 22.242 5.531 11.322 7.S12 11.452
Septemsr 2.052 0.932 2.02 0.742 3.092 10.602 10.512 6.3 6.402 6.94
October 4.0un 1.03 4.? 0.412 4u. 13.932 S.2 12.492 0.752 4.342

_wer 2.492 2.632 4.932 .0.40 4.802 6.602 7.942 9.042 I.M0 3.142
Decemet 9.30 31.9 .612 s.12 IJ.932 M9.M 14.372 7.312 9.on 4.3n

mesa 2.072 2.631 4.24t 3.133 2.902 13.412 13.7n 6.32 .1"I 7.592
Steard
DewletLm 2.412 3.01 3.2n S.s0 3.7n 9.0 3o.722 1.M 2.062 2.4n

19a0 1963 1962 1963 196 1l63 I36 29017 Io 1969

Jernary 1.212 4.92 11.0n 15.M 12.512 25. 132 3.0n 7.542 9.16 6.932
febray 5.M 4.I S S.22 13.On 16.M 20.672 1.692 .02 ko.342 9.56
lWreb 5.002 3.092 4.7n 11.2n 20.2M 26.502 *.65 6.202 14.132 17.002
AprU 6.In .612 4.192 10.272 16.302 29.42 4.132 3.32 17.312 33.402
We SJ. 1S.54 3.061 9.06S 17.0Mo 25.1n 4.032 4.1n 15.592 16."4
Jose5.142 9.32n 1.692 15.0n Mo.il 30532 4.532 SAM0 10.6 114.412
July S.n io.22 3s.2a4 12.4s5 3.262 S.19n 6.7n2 t0.32 25.642 19.4s3
LANat 3.4n 7.n 146n 17.2a4 22.os2 3.062 9.M6 13.71 27.5s2 37.U2
Septoer 4.542 7.142 17.092 21.372 27.32 L.M 7.2n 11.491 33.62 0.342
October 7.612 5.022 12.492 36.9n 19.32 1.932 6.052 19.352 s.032 5.602
Ner 4.66 7.21 11.352 19.2425 14.972 2.371 5.312 10.2n s5.n 6.sn
De_er 3.612 6.0s 10.62n 11.702 19.482 S. 1n J.2n 3.402 .32 4o.on

_ova s.3s 7.255 9.9n 1M.032 16.3n 14.6n s.1m 6.2 14.312 4".492

Deviatles 1.212 3.12n 4.62 3.632 3.6n 11.2n 1.en 4.4n S.6= ss.3s

Ovrall (1170-19863,

Wee. 6.762
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(Oeemtric aerages of Areatinal' bilateral ezebasp rates witb
24 tradin partura coe-ltutti 64 percent of total trade, weigh
ad accerdlg to trade evr tbh amle period. bUsed at 1968.100.

hal Paralel Real Itrallel
Effective Rechang U ffective Rechange
zleachng late Zachang Rate

Qertt r Rat. Prmim Rate Pre,ma

1970 1 63.4 a logo 1 52.1 3
2 46.5 34 a 49.2 a 4
3 9.4 VA 3 47.4 3
4 62.1 4 43.7 n

1971 1 74.3 oh I 139 1 43.9 oh
2 76.4 VA 2 54.7 I
S 41.7 a4 I 3 57.9 VA
4 79.1 NA 4 41.0 NA

1972 1 64.5 W 14 992 1 72.7 3
2 S9.l l 2 60.4 NA
3 53.J NA 2 141.4 N4
4 46.9 I 4 104.9 NA

9173 1 43.0 la 1393 1 97.9 3
2 40.2 34 2 97.4 a
3 41.4 a 3 44.3 NA
4 40.4 NA 4 67.5 Rh

1974 1 42.0 a 1964 A 69.2 43.11
a 41.7 ML 2 76.4 53.31
3 3M.3 3 3 75.0 36.41
4 35.4 4 I 4 U2.9 14.61

ton 1 70. 4 i t"5 I 6.3 27.41
a 69.0 a I 2 "9. M6.0s
3 103.1 a I 3 100.4 13.51
4 131.2 NA 4 "9. 11.41

1974 1 105.7 34 I 396 I 9.5 33.51
2 76.5 3 9 2 94.5 *.n

3 46.2 3 I 3 93.4 30.I3
4 46.6 VA 4 93.6 36.91

1M77 A 65.0 ML 16 I 99.7 26.21
a 97.0 a I 2 101.0 26.2
3 92.3 at 3 106.3 35.4t
4 U.X V4 4 1113. 22.3n

Io7n3 6. VA 1966 I 11114 33."
2 62.9 EL 2 109.1 24.31
3 n74.3 a 9 95.4 26.6
* 70.3 l I 4 6".I 21.51

i979 1 44.6 a 9 9 77.2 77.61
2 SO.1 6 2 a 17.9 27.43
3 34.9 a 9 3 2.2 5.21
4 33.9 a 9 4 141.2 16.4

Suc|e Calc.laiae by the witer bee" on dat publiatde by
toe 7 gIternationl VaeriIl stiatlte. izcttm
of Trad Sttiatia).
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Jan46 rob-U Kit-U Apr-S HS1. Ju-U J0l1U Aug-U Se-8 Ocet." m*- DOC-U
mllios o estum Ametnlo penaL "de

tuis 30.6 35.5 43.9 49.1 50.6 n.3 91.? 114.2 129.1 140.3 152.4 166.6omntIoil Yeasurp Is. I 13 14.6 17.7 20. 24.3 30. 33.0 31.4 33.3 34.1 36.1s.crltle 11.1 13.2 12.2 *4.0 15.3 13.6 22.? 24.3 21.4 21.4 22.6 23.?*l14gtewy SavIug 2.0 2.2 2.4 3.7 5.1 4.4 0.1 0.3 10.8 10.7 11.4 *4.4Cetal asu 17.S 20.2 27.3 31.4 36.2 40.0 O .9 Ub.4 97.7 107.1 11U.3 136.5
$ bU1. (aign aong of current _N

foellowig Noth's parallel eseb. mate
to&l. 5.5 5.9 6.3 4.5 6.4 4.5 7.0 8.1 3.6 9.3 9.5 10.4SetlSa 2reaeuqa 2.3 2.5 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.6 2.4 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.3searite " 2.0 2.2 1.6 1.9 1.7 1.7 I.? 1.? 1.5 3.5 1.5 1.5Obligateip SVage, 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.9Centel Saab 3.1 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.7 5.7 6.7 7.1 7.6 $.0

Cmlad prile i.dx U17.3 209.6 242.2 24.1 340.0 410.9 514.7 669.0 727.6 775.6 *2.3 "2.7tareateg eheage avr precodilg perio *0.62 11.92 15.352 17.32 19.7n 20.6 25.32 30.02 6.2 6.42 4.72 .22
Ptaallel ebug rate CASIUDW 5.4 S.A 6.3 6.9 6.3 10.2 12.2 12.9 34.3 14.9 *5.4 15.8(PerIod awerage)

swrcel Ceutral sok of the Argentinepublic.
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ixQ4* * 0-1 MaIr49 £rU69 UQ4M 2..Um.6 $*1-89 h-.60 U 4949 Oct-9 o0 c
sDuls. .m1 oernal t trel peod "I.

ttel. 39.0 234.2 303.2 40. 931.1 2130.3 333.6 4319.3 48.6 32317.4 $. 60.2
Detiomi Pre *s 44.0 63.? 100.2 1*7.0 14Y.6 511.5 937.3 10o.1 1031.0 11339. 140.0 2319.4

_urItio 28.4 43.3 143 143.1 20.0 300.9 071.9 932.5 99.1 1633.3 134.3 2213.0
SUgateCl "Wu" 13.4 10.2 23.7 a .3 ".9 70.6 19.7 93.5 101.1 106.3 115.5 161.4

Cnra t1sh 132.- 110.3 2Os.0 301.6 M3. IS".0 2423.4 3313.2 1.6 6097.0 4145.1 411.6OS baUU (soft ""or ef umrt _
follwg a&h parallel n.h. rae).

T.tab 9.6 7.4 3.9 3.2 4.1 4.2 3.2 6.6 1.2 6.7 5.3 *.3
3t.21. ?reanqe 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.4 1. 1.3 1.4

orit .- : 1.4 1.3 1. 0.9 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.3 I,J 1.2 1.5
*ll.t.q "W"" 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 .1 0.1 0.J 0.1 * .1

Cemlend a 7.5 5.30 4.6 .3 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.6 3.2 3.0 2.9Ci_m.4 price ldx 932.8 1016.5 39".0 1140.1 3323.3 710.4 22330.2 23551.4 29169.7 30202. 31649.6 43369.6
pereet chane over Preceding riod S.3i *.01 16.01 43.21 91.08 323.62 202.62 22. S.92 .5t *. 4.13 44.3Parallel enhase rate 1851US$) 15.5 23.0 40.3 64.4 132.7 40.3 645.0 665.7 651.1 701. 603.0 1330.2

(Ptrio vet4g)

Soc Ceu*tl Dask of the arte1X lardbic.
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to" I It"U it It"8 1 39U 21 lost 1 1999 i2t 199 il 2 199 if

Period £vers,, P¢eent of GM
Broad _ametary Ue" of 5." 4.62 S.22 6.32 4.42 4. 2 4.13 5.6Z1I * currcy. domsnd deposts 4.42 3.62 3.2t 3.52 4.32 2.42 3.42 4.Stlp - currwy. privwt. demand dots 4.42 3.42 3.22 3.62 4.32 2.S 2.32 3.92N2 - 81 a* savings de tst 4.22 S.02 4.52 6.2 5.n1 3.22 3.02 S.32IU - 12 * tim depostt id.lIt 14.n2 13.92 15.32 19.22 1i.n 2 10.0 12.6281 * H) + privet* CP lidl 16.22 14.62 13.92 135.32 19.2 J.n 7.52 i0.32lap private HI 4.32 5.O0 4.4t 4.92 5.92 3.n 3.62 5.62US$ blUtla (period verep value..

ust g the free "ehaW tota)s
Broad monetary Uose l 3.2 3.1 3.9 5.5 4.1 1.6 2.5 3.3Hi1 2.6 2.4 2.4 3.2 2.7 1.1 1.5 2.5NIp 2.6 2.4 2.4 3.2 2.7 1.0 1.4 2.2la 9.4 9.6 10.5 I3.6 12.0 4.6 4.5 5.6lap 3.7 3.3 3.3 4.4 3.7 1.5 2.3 3.1

Ltquid lutenmtlsl lserveslp 17.52 21.12 45.52 50.42 44.92 27.92 46.42 46.%xDrponts i foreign sac..g 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 0.9 0.9 1.6

Crosb rates (period-overage values)i
Broad Mastery tse *1 37.02 306.32 56.22 26.62 156.32 66.42 94.12m1 34.42 63.42 48.92 41.42 132.42 494.51 343.32Hip 31.42 63.62 53.1S2 41.32 122.22 473.12 137.62la 46.52 72.42 50.22 45.62 337.22 300.02 6.02IMp 29.62 41.52 51.12 39.7n 143.22 555.12 91.nCeotrlbutio. to hMotary Us. Crmstb.

(Prioud-nd mor priod-ea)
Overrll Groth late of the Ibotery USe*$ 10.22 23.02 26.22 56.52 65.52 395.42 t33.42 120.12tsternal Sect"r bW 0.2 15.32 14.12 27.22 -123.42 16.72 303.92 36.12mUticoal Gosrasnt el 15.52 2.92 5.6t 7.62 -3.n 45.42 10.22 0.32Credit to Feinanial Institutiora dl 6.52 1.12 0.72 -0.72 9.32 21.12 -0.12 10.92OC-Leding Operations 1.2 0.2: 0.42 1.92 9.62 3.92 4.12 1.02central lank Interest Paymnts 19.62 10.22 4.62 13.22 62.62 51.92 40.2n 30.32Primary Open Market Operation .3.n -2.22 .2.5: 14.92 -14.12 .84.52 -61.92 42.22ce atral 0ah Ua sales to rtt. sector 0.02 0.02 0.02 -0.32 0.12 -0.5: 0.02 -0.92socal Securty Paymnts -.o. 1.6 0.2 10.02 26.62 13.02 4.72 31.42forced vamete -21. -7.0t 5.22 -1.n 1o0.n 116.n 35.02 32.other 0.22 0.62 -0.32 0.3u .3.32 0.02 -0.62 -4.02

llamorani
MPP (as dligox. aliaedl 339977 552603 1010523 1382566 16016U 6250226 39201992 5371380

Source, G otral esak of the Aqenttn Republic.

of Currency, bank reserve. ed etimted
sciatl-enurity system liabilties to
cercrit banks. cbich comMrCIl banks
could bold so reserves throwg OCt 1990.

b I lcluded foreigu..ebougse credit to the
public sector.

el Domestic.curreacy eredt only.
Al Eacee interest aecred but not paid.
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19 I 19ss it 1961 Itt 1966 IT 19s6 I It9 it ls9 III 1939 1T

Percent et GD?aP

tKflaetiomAdjust.d Quaei4ILcal Surplus$ 1 -2.42 -0.62 1.32 -1.12 -,.42 -23.n 16.62 -7.92
DIbstic Camaet, -2.12 .0.52 1.42 -1.12 -5.42 -23.72 16.62 -7.92
Res1ia! lesut. .0.52 0.52 1.02 -0.72 -4.52 -26.72 14.22 -2.52
tackinge 3to Diffrentals 0.02 0.0 0.32 0.62 1.42 -1.02 0.12 -2.62
Iutcmal Internet Flaws -0 .S 0.52 0.72 -1.32 -5.62 .25. n 14.02 0.42

Inrerect Receipt., 11.52 15.n 14.42 10.02 5.42 S9.92 30. 12 14.42

RIieounts a*t Relasted Rates 3.62 3.S2 *.22 2.32 4.02 15.02 2.n 2.52
tndes-lInd ftdiscwznts 2.42 4.62 6.91 4.7 4.32 6.It 16.92 4.02
Dollcr-lind Rdi eante 1.6 2.62 1.32 0 .t 1.62 5.62 1.42 3.92
btities ia liquidation 0.12 1.22 0.62 ;,.-5 0.52 3.62 3.32 0.12

ltcen en CnOr. Debt 6.92 16.12 22.02 4.62 7.12 25.92 44.12 2.42
Adjustment for *Pre aliaa -6.52 -15.02 .21.42 -4.52 -6.52 -24.02 .40. n -2.22

Illiquidity 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.12 n .7n 0.02 0.32
Covormest PFlume 0.62 13.2 1.5 1.92 3.62 22.32 4.02 3.62
Other Iaterest eceipte 2.92 1.92 0.62 0.32 1.42 5.52 0.12 0.02

latet,eet Payment.-11.92 -14.62 -13.12 .10.42 -20. n -63.32 .15.42 .13.12
Central Bank 11 .0.52 -0.6n .0.62 .0.32 .06 -11.92 -5.52 53.4
Ramnerated Isgeecyc .9.62 .7.32 -2.22 .0.62 .191 -7.n -1.02 -0.92
Ia ccecsible D"eots -3.62 -6.7n .1o.32 -9.52 -16.22 .63.72 .6.92 .6.22
Oter Intereat Payments 0.0 0.02 0.0 0 0.0 0.02 0.02 0.02 .0.52

tIflation Adjustments .1.62 -1.02 0.n -0.42 -0.92 3.12 4.n .5.42
Inflation Lose on Assets -10.72 -14.02 .13.22 .5.62 .12.72 .32.62 .13.n -14.12
tuflatio aIn on Liabiliti*s 9.12 13.0Z 13.62 3.n 2 1.62 35.62 16.02 6.n

fternal Cetpoens -0.n 0.02 -0.12 0.02 .0.12 0.02 0.02 0.0
Ue% SCt A tDtoreat payments -0. 2 0.0 -0.12 0.02 .0.12 0.02 0.02 0.02

Lose Ptoveleom for tM bi -0.52 4.6 -3.12 -0.62 -0.42 -1.62 .2.7n -0.32
Quesifllecal Surplwa sajusted for I1 loe,,e .2.62 .. 42 o0 .1.72 n5.91 -25.3 16.12 -6.02

Itterest-Rearns assets *nd Lialities,
A*ests# 31.S2 26.52 26.62 33.n 39.7n 20.n 19.52 34.n
R eiconutes 24.12 22.3 22.02 27.I2 31.6 13.92 12.3n 24.7n
Regulated Rates 7.52 6.52 6.92 6.52 7.22 J.6 3.92 4.32
tdz-llks 9.62 9.42 9.2n 34.62 IB.72 4.42 4.52 16.62
DeoUr-.lnked 4.6 4.42 3.9 3.42 3.32 2.12 2.3n 2.52
tiliquldity .Z 0.02 O .02 0.02 0.32 0.32 0.02 0.32

Ower I plune o.3 2.52 3.n 5.42 7.02 4.n 7.0 7.92
Liebittlee 26.22 34.52 27.52 20.92 37.12 23.52 25.n 23.42
OM Bills 0.92 I.4 3.4 0.72 0.62 3.62 10.7n 9.62
teauseratld isuk Reserves 22.02 I.4 2.n 3.42 3.52 2.02 I.32 1.92
tn *ceesible Dp ts 2.2 1o.0 21.02 26s.n 32.n 1s. 12.52 13.02

*I tW definition. Soares Centr lak of the Argentie Repblic.
bi 45-percent proielom leeas to

ed ince from the M.
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ARGENTINA: REAL EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATE
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ARGENTINA: BANK TIME-DEPOSIT RATES
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